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Abstract

We demonstrate the various advantages of interpreting feature interactions in
modern prediction models. We leverage our ongoing work on Neural Interaction
Detection (NID) [16] to identify interactions on feature perturbations and their
inferences through black-box models. As part of this process, we propose an
alternate form of NID called GradientNID, which exactly detects relevant inter-
actions in neural network explainer models. Across diverse application domains
like image, text, and dna modeling, we showcase new insights brought by feature
interaction interpretability. We then focus on a specific application of increasing
real-world importance: transparency in ad-targeting. In particular, we show that
feature interactions not only explain online ad targeting behavior, but also have
high commercial utility in automatic feature engineering.

1 Feature Interaction Detection in General Prediction Models

Feature interaction detection in black-box model f is accomplished by detecting interactions on
feature perturbations and their inferences through the model. We invoke the feature perturbation
scheme in LIME [9]. Given data instance x ∈ Rp, LIME proposed to perturb the data instance
by sampling a separate binary representation x̃ ∈ {0, 1}d of the same data instance (d ≤ p). Let
ξ : {0, 1}d → Rp be the map from the binary representation to the perturbed data instance. Then, a
perturbation and inference dataset is generated as D = {(x̃i, yi) | yi = f(ξ(x̃i)), x̃i ∈ {0, 1}d}.
Neural Interaction Detection (NID) is our state-of-art interaction detection method from [16]. It
performs accurate and polyomial-time detection of arbitrary-order statistical interactions by training
a multilayer perceptron (MLP), then tracing the strongest weights from features to common hidden
units. When applied to dataset D, NID detects feature interactions in black-box f at data instance x.

1.1 Gradient-based Neural Interaction Detection

A gradient-based definition of statistical feature interaction exists [3] but requires taking mixed
partial derivatives, which is not possible in ReLU-based MLPs. We propose to train an MLP with
infinitely differentiable activation functions, such as softplus, which closely follows ReLU [4]. By
adapting the gradient definition of interaction for only data instance x, we define Gradient-based
Neural Interaction Detection (GradientNID) as:

ω(I) =

(
∂|I|F (x̃)

∂x̃i1∂x̃i2 . . . ∂x̃i|I|

)2

,

where ω is the strength of interaction I among features indexed by i1, i2, . . . , i|I| ∈ I, F (·) is the
MLP, and x̃ is the binary form of x. GradientNID is suitable for low-order interaction detection.

With NID or GradientNID, we can define a function MADEX(f,x), which inputs f , x, and outputs
{Ii}ki=1, as set of top-k interactions. MADEX stands for “model-agnostic dependency explainer”.
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top prediction: hammerhead, hammerhead shark

top prediction: Brittany spaniel

top prediction: trolleybus, trolley coach, trackless trolley

top prediction: viaduct

Interactions (ours)Original
image Main effects

I1 I2

Table 1: Local explanations of ResNet152

Table 2: Global explanations of
an LSTM sentiment analyzer

Count
(Total:40) Interaction (ours)

28 never, fails
25 not, recommend
24 well, worth
24 not, good
24 not, entertaining
23 pretty, good
23 not, funny
21 not, bad
21 good, too
20 good, intentions
20 never, quite
18 if, liked

1.2 Explanations

We provide explanations generated by MADEX on image, text, and dna domains. Interaction explana-
tions of ResNet152 [6] are shown on different image examples x in Fig. 1, where ResNet is trained
on ImageNet [11] and f is the prediction logit. Interactions are compared to LIME’s “main effects”,
which select the features with the top-5 linear weights that attribute toward the prediction. Top global
word-interactions are shown in Table 2 of an LSTM [15] trained on the sentiment SST dataset [12].
Global word interactions are collected by counting their detections across sentences {xi} that contain
the words of the target interaction. On the dna domain, we consistently detected an interaction among
the canonical CACGTG dna sequence [14] from a 1D-CNN trained on protein-dna binding data [8].
The interaction was detected 97.3% out of 187 CACGTG appearances in the test set.

2 Explaining and Leveraging Feature Interactions for Recommendation

Table 3: Global explanations of an ad targeting system
Count

(Total:1000) Interaction (ours)

525 {device_ip, hour}
235 {device_id, device_ip, hour}
217 {device_id, app_id}
203 {device_ip, device_model, hour}
194 {site_id, site_domain}
190 {site_id, hour}
187 {device_ip, site_id, hour}
183 {site_id, site_domain, hour}
179 {device_id, hour}
179 {device_id, device_ip, device_model, hour}

Table 4: Test prediction gains
Model AUC

Wide&Deep [2] 0.8069± 5e−4
+ proposed 0.8080± 3e−4
DeepFM [5] 0.8079± 3e−4
+ proposed 0.8097± 2e−4
Deep&Cross [17] 0.8076± 2e−4
+ proposed 0.8086± 3e−4
xDeepFM [7] 0.8084± 2e−4
+ proposed 0.8097± 3e−4
AutoInt [13] 0.8083 [13]
+ proposed 0.8090± 2e−4

We focus on interpreting feature interactions in ad-targeting systems, then studying their effects on
prediction. First, we collect global feature interactions from the state-of-the-art AutoInt [13] model by
running MADEX over a random batch of 1000 test data instances1 and ranking the detected interactions
by occurrence counts. Results are presented in Table 3, which show that ads are targeted to users
(“device_ip” and “device_id” identify different sets of users) primarily based on the hour of day (in
UTC time) and the app they’re in (“app_id”).

In Table 4, we show prediction gains by explicitly encoding sparse cross-features [1, 10] of our top-40
global interactions into state-of-the-art models [2, 5, 17, 7, 13] on the largest public benchmark
dataset, Criteo2. This process has also been successfully transferred to industry production models.

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/avazu-ctr-prediction
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/criteo-display-ad-challenge
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